
Torn 

Stefan Petrucha 

YA PETRUCHA 

Just when Devin's rock band is on  

the verge of success, its members  

are stalked by a ruthless killer. 

    

This Song Will Save Your Life 

Leila Sales 

YA SALES 

Nearly a year after a failed  

suicide attempt, Elise discovers 

that she has the passion, and 

talent, to be a disc jockey. 

 

Struts and Frets 

Jon Skovron 

YA SKOVRON 

Sammy wants to be a musician,  

but while the band he is in is  

self-destructing, Sammy is  

distracted by his grandfather's  

decline and confused feelings  

about his best friend. 

 

Are You Experienced?  

Jordan Sonnenblick 

YA SONNENBLICK 

Frustrated by his dad’s silence  

about his uncle’s death, Rich  

breaks into a locked cabinet that  

holds his dad’s prized electric  

guitar signed by Jimi Hendrix.  

Before he knows it, Rich is  

transported to the side of a road  

in 1969 New York, attends 

 Woodstock, and meets his uncle. 

 Also by this author:  

Notes from the Midnight Driver. 

 

Rock and a Hard Place 

Angie Stanton 

PB YA STANTON 

Left in small-town Wisconsin  

with a controlling aunt after her  

mother's death, Libby is very  

unhappy until she meets Peter,  

a rock star with his own family  

problems. 
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Somebody Everybody Listens To 

Suzanne Supplee 

YA SUPPLEE 

After graduation, aspiring country  

singer Retta manages to get herself  

to Nashville, where, in spite of  

some bad luck and hard times, she  

continues pursuing her dreams. 
 

Coda 

Emma Trevayne 

PB YA TREVAYNE 

By encoding music with addictive  

and mind-altering elements, the  

Corp holds control over all  

citizens, particularly conduits  

like Anthem, whose life energy  

feeds the main power in the Grid.  

Escape is found in his underground  

rock band, until a band member  

dies suspiciously. 
 

The Last Days 

Scott Westerfeld 

YA WESTERFELD 

As an ancient evil stirs beneath  

the streets of New York City, five  

teens come together to form a  

"New Sound" band whose music  

seems to have paranormal power. 
 

What a Song Can Do 

YA WHAT 

12 short stories. 
 

Good Enough 

Paula Yoo 

YA YOO 

A Korean American teenager tries  

to please her parents by getting  

into an Ivy League college, but a  

new guy in school and her love of  

the violin tempt her in new directions. 
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Guitar Notes 

Mary Amato 

YA AMATO 

Tripp, a guitarist, and Lyla, a  

cellist, form an unlikely friendship  

when they are forced to share a  

practice room at their high school. 
 

Chopsticks 

Jessica Anthony  

YA ANTHONY  

Brilliant and lonely Glory falls in  

love with Frank, who moves in next  

door, and is soon unable to play  

anything but the song "Chopsticks." 
 

Drummer Girl 

Karen Bass 

PB YA BASS 

Sid is good enough to play drums  

for her school's best rock and roll  

band, but how far is she willing to  

go to get the gig? 
 

Wise Young Fool 

Sean Beaudoin  

YA BEAUDOIN 

A teenaged guitarist in a rock  

band deals with loss and anger as  

he relates the events that landed  

him in a juvenile detention center. 
 

Pop Princess 

Rachel Cohn 

YA COHN 

Yearning to escape the small  

Massachusetts town where her  

family retreated after her sister's  

death, Wonder gets her chance  

when her sister's manager offers  

Wonder a record contract. 



 

Born to Rock 

Gordon Korman 

YA KORMAN 

Conservative high school  

senior Leo Caraway learns that  

his biological father is a punk  

rock legend. 

   

Virtuosity 

Jessica Martinez 

YA MARTINEZ 

Just before the most important  

violin competition of her career,  

prodigy Carmen faces critical  

decisions about her anti-anxiety  

drug addiction, her controlling  

mother, and a potential romance  

with her most talented rival. 

 

DJ Rising 

Love Maia 

YA MAIA 

Marley Diego-Dylan's career as  

"DJ Ice" is skyrocketing, but his  

mother's heroin addiction keeps  

dragging him back to earth. 

 

Unsigned Hype 

Booker T. Mattison 

YA MATTISON 

Tory dreams of nothing but  

producing hip hop records. As  

he rapidly begins to experience  

success he finds that he must  

make choices between the way  

he has been raised and the people  

he meets in the music world. 

   

All Our Pretty Songs 

Sarah McCarry 

YA MCCARRY 

The bond between two best  

friends is challenged when a  

mysterious and gifted musician  

comes between them and  

awakens an ancient evil. 

 

Hidden Voices: The Orphan  

Musicians of Venice 

Pat Lowery Collins 

YA COLLINS 

Anetta, Rosalba, and Luisa grow  

up in eighteenth century Venice  

at an orphanage, where concerts  

are given to expose the girls to  

potential suitors. 

   

Beautiful Music for  

Ugly Children 

Kristin Cronn-Mills 

PB YA CRONN-MILLS 

With his new public access radio  

show gaining in popularity,  

Gabe struggles with romance, 

friendships, and parents all while 

trying to come out as 

transgendered.  

 

The Musician’s Daughter 

Susanne Emily Dunlap 

YA DUNLAP 

In eighteenth-century Vienna,  

Theresa seeks a way to help  

her family financially while  

investigating her father’s murder. 

  

Where She Went 

Gayle Forman 

YA FORMAN 

Adam, now a rising rock star,  

and Mia, a successful cellist,  

reunite in New York after the  

horrific events that tore them  

apart when Mia almost died in  

a car accident three years earlier.  

Sequel to If I Stay. 

  

Garage Band 

Gipi 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK GIPI 

Four troubled boys form a garage  

band, but when their amp blows  

right before the deadline for  

their demo tape, the boys  

become desperate to replace it. 

Fat Kid Rules the World 

K. L.  Going 

YA GOING 

Troy, depressed, suicidal, and  

weighing nearly 300 pounds, gets  

a new perspective on life when a  

homeless teenager wants Troy to  

be the drummer in his rock band. 
 

Seraphina  

Rachel Hartman 

YA HARTMAN 

In a world where dragons  

and humans coexist, Seraphina  

grapples with her own identity  

amid magical secrets and royal  

scandals, while she struggles  

to develop her extraordinary  

musical talents. 
 

My Favorite Band  

Does Not Exist 

Robert T. Jeschonek 

YA JESCHONEK 

Idea Deity, who believes that he  

is a character in a novel who will  

die in the sixty-fourth chapter,  

has created a fictional underground  

rock band on the internet which,  

it turns out, may actually exist. 
 

Five Flavors of Dumb 

Antony John 

YA JOHN 

Piper becomes the manager for  

her classmates' popular rock  

band giving her the chance to  

prove her capabilities to her  

parents and others. 
 

On Beale Street 

Ronald Kidd 

YA KIDD 

In 1950's Memphis, after Johnny  

is introduced to the blues, he  

ventures to the infamous Beale  

Street. There he forms a friendship  

with an up-and-coming young  

musician named Elvis Presley. 


